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A relatwely simple sys tem ~s described tha t  can be used to 
perform fast on-hne  chemical  separat ions  ( < 1  s) on acUvmes 
t ranspor ted  to low background  areas m the relatively short  
t imes p rowded  by a hehum-Ie t  recoil- transport  sys tem The  

hel ium-jet  recoi l - t ransport  sys tem is run  w~th its low-pressure 
end at a tmospher ic  pressure,  thereby e h m m a t m g  the need for 
v a c u u m  p u m p s  and  their associated appara tus .  

1. Introduction 

Details of the construction and operation of the 
Helium-Jet Recoil-Transport (HeJRT) system used in 
this work are given elsewhere 1'2) and numerous ref- 
erences to similar systems also exista-7). Accordingly, 
we mention only the specific parameters used and the 
modifications made to the HeJRT system that allowed 
the performance of fast on-line aqueous chemistry 
with it. Our HeJRT system presently employs a 14-m 
long, 0.0014-m i.d. polyethylene capillary between the 
target assembly and the chemistry apparatus. A small 
amount of benzene vapor ( ~ 20 ppm) is added to the 
hehum supply to generate the large cluster "molecules" 
which aid m the transport of activities through the 
system1'3"7). The target assembly volume was filled 
with hehum and maintained at a pressure gradient of 

2 atm across the system. 
The initml hope that "we t"  chemistry could be 

performed on-line with the HeJRT system arose from 
the observation that the efficiency of the HeJRT 
system when depositing activities on paper tape did 
not start to fall off until the pressure in the detector 
chamber (box where activities transported through the 
system are normally deposited on some collecting 
surface and counted) was raised to above 20-30 torr 1). 
This was ~mportant because the vapor pressure of water 
at 20:C is 17.5 torr. Accordingly, if it were possible to 
introduce the activities transported through the system 
into an aqueous solution, tt would be possible to 
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consider aqueous chemistry without having the solu- 
tions boihng off. (Actually, we have since discovered 
that the HeJRT system can be operated successfully 
with its low-pressure end at atmospherxc pressure, 
making chemical procedures even simpler.) 

We have been able to carry out a number of different 
chemical separations more or less successfully. Some 
have been semi-on-hne, others completely on-hne and 
fast. The most successful to date is the separation of 
33-s 63Ga from 38-rain 63Zn and 24-min 6°Cu) whxch is 
described in some detail in section 2. [A prehminary 
version of this separation was presented at the New 
York APS Meeting m January 1973 8)]. It now appears 
that the numbers and types of different fast chemical 
separations that can be performed m conjunction with 
a HeJRT system should be essentially unlimited, 
making it an even more powerful tool than heretofore 
realized. 

2. Experimental procedures 

The first successful chemistry performed with the 
HeJRT system followed the discovery that not only is 
it possible to trap activmes flowing up the capdlary m 
aqueous solution merely by bubbling the helium flow 
from the capillary through the solution, but also that 
the yields remained essentially as good even if the low- 
pressure end of the capillary and the aqueous solution 
were at atmospheric pressure. In a series of experiments 
comparing the amounts of activity trapped in solution 
under various pressures to that collected on paper tape 
under ~ 1 torr pressure, ~t was observed that between 
1/2 and 2/3 of the activity could be collected in the 
aqueous solutions. The amount of activity trapped 
was largely independent of the pressure over the 
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solution (the pressure gradient across the total system 
was held constant at ~ 2 atm). The amount  of actiwty 
trapped was also found to be independent of the acid 
concentration of the trapping solution (for most  
common acids) - this is important  if chemistry is to be 
performed. We felt that much of the activity lost might 
ha~e been retained by the solution had we generated 
smaller bubbles (with correspondingly higher surface- 
to-~olume ratios), but when one is deahng w~th short- 
hved activities it is necessary to flow the helium through 
the solution as fast as possible. 

I f  one accepts the role of the "'molecular'" clusters 
to be that of prowding for the efficient transport  of 
activities through the system because of these actw- 

rues" attaching themselves to the clusters, then it does 
not necessarily follow that if one can trap activities in 
a solution xt will be possible to perform convenuonal 
chemistry with these acmqties. I f  the thermahzed 
recotls become a part  of the cluster molecules at some 
point during the transport process, then ~t should not 
be possible to perform chemistry characteristic of the 
recoil activity unless it can be successfully freed from 
the cluster molecules. The reason for this is samply 
that the recoil activity is present only as a very small 
component  (less than about a part  per milhon) in the 
recoil-cluster combination. Thus, if the recoils remain 
attached to the clusters after they are trapped m a 
solution, one would expect the combination to follow 
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Fig. 1. Zn  and  Cu  v-ray spectra recorded in the first successful a t t empt  at pe r forming  aqueous  chemist ry  with the  H e J R T  system. 
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chemistry characteristic of the cluster and not the 
recoil. It is observed that cluster molecule deposits 
are soluble in water; however, it still does not neces- 
sarily follow that it will be possible to perform chem- 
istry successfully with the recoils. If the recod be 
deeply imbedded in the cluster molecule and if the 
individual cluster molecules retain much at all of their 
integrity upon dissolving, then the recoil would not 
necessarily be expected to be freed from the cluster in 
the dissolution process. 

2.1. BATCH CHEMISTRY 

Surprisingly, our first attempt at performing chem- 
istry with activities transported by the HeJRT system 
and trapped m aqueous solution at atmospheric 
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the experimental apparatus used for on-line 
separation of Ga from Zn and Cu actlvmes after these had been 
transported to a low-background area with a HeJRT system. 

pressure was successful. This was the separation of 
Cu and Zn activities using ion-exchange techniques. 
A natural Zn target was bombarded with 30-MeV 
protons from the Michigan State University Sector- 
Focused Cyclotron. The principal activities generated 
were (33-s) 63Ga and (24-mln) 6°Cu from the (p, 2n) 
and (p, an) reactions o n  64Zn.  The actlvit]es were 
transported through the HeJRT system and were 
trapped in a 2N HC1 solution by simply letting the 
hehum flow from the capillary bubble through a small 
beaker of the acid under atmospheric pressure. 
Activities were collected for about 25 rain. During this 
25-rain collecting time and a short additional time 
before the actlvmes were loaded on the ion-exchange 
column, essentially all the 63Ge had decayed to 
(38-rain) 63Zn. The column was loaded with Dowex 
1 x 8 amon-exchange resin m the chloride form. The 
column was subsequently eluted with an addmonal 
small amount  of 2N HC1, then the column and the 
eluant were each counted for about 10 rain using a 
4.6% efficient Ge(Li) detector. The spectra recorded 
are shown in fig. 1 It appears that the separation was 
rather clean in that there is no evidence of either Zn 
line appearing m the eluted sample and only a small 
amount of Cu was not completely eluted from the 
column as evidenced by the weak appearance of the 
1333-keV line in the spectrum from the column. 

The observation that straightforward chemistry 
characteristic of the recoil activity is successful with 
activities transported by the HeJRT system suggests 
that somehow the recoil has been freed from the recoil- 
cluster combination. A discussion of possible mech- 
anisms for freeing the recoil would not be profitable 
at this time, as more and detailed experiments would 
have to be performed to study such mechanisms. Also 
unknown at this point was the time required for 
freeing the recods from the clusters. This time was 
obviously less than the 5-10 min that elapsed between 
the end of collecting the activities m the experiments 
described above and the passage of these activities 
through the ion-exchange column. If it were much 
longer than this, it would not have lceen possible to 
have so clean a chemical separation. Zn activities still 
trapped in the clusters would have passed through the 
column, resulting in Zn lines being present in the 
spectra from the eluted samples. 

2.2. ON-LINE, CONTINUOUS CHEMISTRY 

The next attempt at performing chemistry on activ- 
ities transported by the HeJRT system was an attempt 
at on-line chemistry. This was a separation of Ga from 
both Cu and Zn activities using ion-exchange tech- 
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niques. As m the previous attempt, a natural Zn target 
was bombarded with 30-MeV protons, producing 
primarily the same (33-s) 63Ga and (24-ram) 6°Cu 
activities. Also present was some 63Zn from the partial 
decay of 6~Ga and from a (p, pn) reaction on 64Zn. 
Howe~er, t~me was not allowed m this experiment for 
the 63Ga to decay appreciably to 6aZn. The flow from 
the capillary of  the HeJRT target assembly entered 
directly into the chemical apparatus (cf. fig. 2) and was 
mixed w~th a flow of 8N HC1 (containing carriers) 
pumped from a container of acid The mixing took 
place in a small chamber and was quite turbulent 
because of the large volume of He flowing from the 
target assembly ( ~ 40 std cm3/s). The mixture of He 
and acid moved rapidly to the top of an ~on-exchange 
column, again because of the large volume of He 
flowing Here the acid solution was allowed to enter the 
column while the escaping He, presumably stdl 
carrying some activities, was pumped away. The ion- 
exchange column was loaded as before w~th Dowex 
1 x 8 anion-exchange resin m the chloride form; a 
rather large mesh (50-100) was used to decrease the 
hold-up time of the column. The acid solution was 
drawn through the column and pumped to a shteldect 
container, and a 4.6% efficient Ge(Li) detector was 

used to record the ),-ray spectra of the activities on the 
column. 

To serve as a comparison, an experiment was per- 
formed where the same actwities were collected on 
moving paper tape under vacuum. The tape speed was 
such that the activities on the tape spent ~ l m m  
before the Ge(ki)  detector Two short sections of the 
spectra recordecl m this experiment are shown in 
fig. 3, along with a comparison of the results. Further 
comparisons w~th a previous set of experiments by 
Glesler in this laboratory 9) using a pneumatlc target 
system ("rabbi t")  are also shown in this figure. The 
relative intensaty of the 6°Cu to the 63Ga peaks m the 
chemistry experiment are down by a factor of  six over 
those in Giesler's experiments and by a factor of five 
over those in the paper-tape experiments. The 63Zn 
relative to the 63Ga peaks in the chemistry experiment 
are down by a factor of more than two over those m 
Glesler's experiments. Further, the data acquisition 
rate was up by a factor of about two for the chemistry 
experiment over Giesler's experiments, using approxi- 
mately the same bombarding techniques. The possi- 
bility that the improvement in the 63Ga to 6°Cu and 
63Zn ratios was just a half-life effect is ehminated b2r 
the presence of (2 6-mm) 64Ga and (15-rain) 65Ga 
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Fig. 3. Port ions of  the ~-ra~ spectra recorded using the set-up o f  fig. 2 for per form ing fast on-hne  aqueous  chemistry and  compar i sons  
with results f rom previous experiments .  
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peaks  at  1387 and 1354keV,  respectively,  in the 
chemist ry  exper iment  spectrum.  

This experament provides  an amproved upper  l imit  
for  the t ime necessary to free recoils f rom the molecu la r  
clusters in aqueous  solut ions.  The t ime elapsing be- 
tween the mixing  of  the He and acid flow and then the 
acid so lu t lon ' s  leaving the ran-exchange co lumn was 
less than  1 s. Accord ingly ,  the  upper  hmi t  on the  t ime 
necessary to separa te  recoil  and  cluster  should  }~e set 
at  ~ 1 s an this case. A check of  the e luant  f rom the 
co lumn should  have been made  to see if any G a  
activit ies were present ;  ff they were not ,  the upper  
t ime l imit  of  1 s would  be more  definite. However ,  
f rom the da ta  col lect ion rate  observed it is cer tain tha t  
at  least  a large f rac t ion of  the recoils had  been sepa- 
ra ted  f rom the clusters in this 1-s elapsed t ime. 

We are current ly  per forming  a series of  exper iments  
tha t  will a t t empt  to set a definite upper  hmat on the 
tame necessary to separa te  recoils f rom clusters and 
also to demons t ra te  fur ther  the usefulness of  this 
technique by per forming  separa t ions  on successively 
shorter- l ived act lvmes (and, incidental ly,  to de te rmine  
more  precisely the t rans i t  t imes th rough  the capil lar ies  
m H e J R T  systems). Some pre l iminary  results have been 
ob ta ined  showing tha t  it is possible  to separa te  (2. l-s)  
24A1 from (0 39-s) Z°Na There  is some hope tha t  this 
seraes will cu lmina te  in the separa t ion  of  (182-ms) 
4°Sc f rom other  react ion produc ts  

3. Conclusions 

It  is clear tha t  much of  the detai l  of  the mechamsms  
al lowing conven t iona l  aqueous  chemis t ry  to be per- 
fo rmed  on act ivmes t r anspor t ed  by the H e J R T  system 
as not  present ly  unders tood ,  indeed much of  the 
mechanism of  t r anspor t  itself Is not  known.  The points  
made  in this paper ,  however ,  are that  it is qmte  possible  
to pe r fo rm s t rmght forward  aqueous  chemastry with the 
H e J R T  system, tha t  the chemist ry  can be ~ery fast 
(<_ 1 s), and  tha t  only a mammum of  equ ipment  is 
necessary. The fact  tha t  chemistry can be pe r fo rmed  
with the H e J R T  system opera ted  in the foregoing 

manne r  has many  ~mphcatlons associa ted with the 
mechamsm th rough  which a H e J R T  system opera tes ;  
however ,  these are beyond  the scope of  this paper .  

I t  should  be po in ted  out  fur ther  tha t  the number  of  
chemical  separa t ions  tha t  should  become pract icable  
with a H e J R T  system mus t  be legion - many  very short-  
ll~ed activitaes tha t  have here tofore  not  been avai lable  
for  chemical  separa t ion  should  be amenab le  to sepa- 
ra t ions  m conjunc t ion  with  a H e J R T  system, Also,  
there  should  be add i t iona l  appl ica t ions ,  beyond  jus t  
r ap id  nuclear  chemical  separataons.  One of  these could  
be to supply  chemical ly  active isotopes,  m t imes _< 1 s, 
tha t  are carr ier  and  pa ren t  free for use in biological ,  
medical ,  or  o ther  chemical  studies. 

Subsequent  to the presenta t ion  of  our  anatial on- lme 
chemist ry  results2'S), we received a repor t  of  an ap- 
p roach  revolving a fast batch chemacal process 1°) 
s imilar  m pr inciple  to our  first separa t ion  at a tmospher -  
ic pressure,  as descr ibed in the p rewous  section. 
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